
Sounds pretty idyllic, 

   Imagine having a place 
               all of your own to enjoy 
a freshly brewed  
       cup of coffee in the 
    morning and delicious 
cocktails in the evening while   
         overlooking your large  
               open-plan living area. 

right? 
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The space was once 
part of a turbine hall – 

hence the high ceiling, 
which allowed Susan 
and Charlie to add a 
mezzanine level into 

the room. Dining table, 
Calligaris; dining chairs, 

Bentley Designs; sofa, 
John Lewis & Partners. on

another
level
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far left Susan and Charlie 
enjoy entertaining regularly 
and already owned the  
wine storage unit from 
eurocave. the island was 
introduced into the layout  
so whoever is busy in the 
kitchen can look out into  
the rest of the space as well 
as chat with with family and 
friends at the same time. 

left An upstand on the  
island separates the working 
zone from a breakast bar 
area. A compact, striking 
staircase leads up to the  
new mezzanine level. 
Barstools, Lapalma. 

well, this is precisely what 
Susan Brierley envisioned...
when she and her partner charlie finch, who both work as actuaries, bought  
and moved into their new apartment, six years before starting their extensive 
project. “it’s a grade ii-listed former pump house with high ceilings that was 
converted around a decade before we moved in – this room was once part of  
a turbine hall,” susan explains. “when we finally got started, we enlisted  
the help of architects fabric space and discussed my ideas for the scheme, 
which included a geometric cantilever mezzanine structure. the architects 
were instrumental in seeing my vision to fruition, as well as getting the correct 
planning permission and finding the engineers to make it happen.”

once building work on the second level was underway, the couple also hired finch and helen 
munro of finch london to help with the kitchen which would be located underneath the new 
mezzanine. susan and charlie wanted a modern design that still blended with the rest of the 
property and needed it to house their existing wine storage unit, as well as a large fridge-freezer 
and range cooker as they enjoy regularly entertaining family and friends. 

the property’s existing kitchen was a single galley layout sited in the same location – so an 
island was introduced to help open up the space and bring it into the rest of the room, now 
that the mezzanine is sitting above. “i really enjoy spending time in my kitchen,” says susan. 
“everything is easily accessible now. we put an upstand on the island to create a breakfast 
bar area where guests can sit and talk to me while i’m cooking. plus, it helps to have the work 
surface slightly hidden from view,” she laughs. 

as for the décor scheme, susan and charlie were keen to be sympathetic to the look of  
the building – so they paired the cast iron structure of their new mezzanine with dark grey 
kitchen cabinetry and balanced the look with a lighter worktop and splashback. for accents  
of colour, they accessorised with blue furniture similar to shades already used elsewhere in  
the apartment. But it was the kitchen floor tiles that susan most enjoyed choosing. “i found  
a company, mosaic del sur, that would let me customise the design using a programme online,” 
she explains. “with the mezzanine in mind i picked out the pattern i wanted and played around 
with the colours and tessellations. it was such a fun process.”

the upper bar area was added a few months later and susan and charlie approached finch 
london again as they were so pleased with the kitchen. “we use it a lot, and not only for cocktail 
nights,” says susan. “it’s really nice in the mornings, too, as the light floods in. i have a coffee 
machine up there and enjoy reading the paper before work while overlooking our living area.” 

The FACtS
Who? Susan brierley  
and Charlie Finch
What? renovation of a 
two-bedroom apartment 
within a former victorian 
pump house
Where? South  
east London
Cost? £180,000
Time? Around 18 months

“Susan and Charlie’s brief was quite specific due to the cantilever mezzanine – but my team 
and i were up for the challenge. We ended up specifying a bespoke extractor from Westin to 
fit underneath the structure, which allowed us to get efficient recirculating extraction into the 
space. the couple wanted a modern-style kitchen that was still in keeping with the original 
architecture of the property and we were able to achieve this balance through details such as 
the cast iron handles on the dark blue cabinetry, which match the design on the upper level. 
Susan and Charlie wanted to be able to use the whole space for socialising and entertaining, 
which they do regularly, so it was important to get the connection between each of the areas 
right. We did this through use of colour and by opting for an open-plan arrangement, creating  
a sense of flow rather than definitive, closed off-zones. Designing the upstairs bar area came a bit 
later, so we used the same colour – Farrow & ball’s Downpipe – as in the kitchen to connect the 
two. Susan really wanted to incorporate copper elements here, so we created a copper worktop 
with an integrated sink in the same material and paired it with a matching tap.”

Finch Munro, Finch London project lowdown
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New appliances were 
needed in order for the 
kitchen to fit underneath 
the mezzanine, including a 
stainless-steel fridge-freezer 
from Fisher & Paykel and 
a bespoke extractor fan 
from Westin. Range cooker, 
Lacanche; combination 
oven, Siemens.

geoRgina SaYS...
It’s all in the detail:  

I love how the metalwork 
ties in with the pattern  

of the floor tiles. 

DeSIgN  know how



Be  
InSpIred

Don’t shy away from 
dark cabinetry – 

balance it out with 
lighter colours

Susan chose the 
floor tiles, from 
Mosaic del Sur, 

online where she 
could play around 

with the colours 
and tesselation  
to make them  

look exactly right 
for her scheme.

2

3

5

6

1The light-coloured  
worktop by Silestone  
in a contemporary 
textured suede finish 
brightens up the otherwise 
dark kitchen scheme. 

The island includes a sink and 
a breakfast bar, so Susan and 
Charlie can talk to guests as they 
prepare meals. Track lighting, 
Zumtobel; boiling-water tap, 
Quooker; sink; Franke. 
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1 madison two-and-a-half seat sofa in shadow brushed  
linen cotton, £1680, sofa.com. sofa.com  2 memoir  

encaustic-effect arundel pattern ceramic tiles, £23.95 per  
sq m, walls and floors. wallsandfloors.co.uk  3 cast  
iron sundial, £27.55, the farthing. thefarthing.co.uk   

4 midnight navy feature wall paint matt emulsion, £14.50 
for 1.25 litres, crown. crownpaints.co.uk  5 ludo fabric gas 
lift bar stool in teal, £169, danetti. danetti.com  6 wf1548 

freestanding wine cabinet, £1918, caple. caple.co.uk

design edit

4

eDitor'S 
piCk



The PLAnS

kiTChen-DineR

1 Layout Complete with 
an island, the new kitchen 
allows Susan to interact 
with her guests who can 
sit at the breakfast bar or 
in the living room while 
she cooks. 

2 Mezzanine Featuring 
a bar area, it also allows 
Susan and Charlie to 
spend time on the upper 
level while still feeling 
involved in the rest of  
the space below. 

left the mezzanine offers 
a second small living area 
that is still linked to the space 
below. Chairs, John Lewis & 
Partners; rug, ted baker.

below the bar area on the 
upper level has units painted 
in Farrow & ball’s Downpipe, 
to link it to the kitchen below. 
Susan really wanted to 
incorporate copper in this 
part of the scheme, so the 
material was used for the tap, 
for similar, try rangemaster, 
and worktop, for similar, try 
Zinc and Copper Worktops. 

Susan and Charlie created an open-plan layout  
with a bar area on a mezzanine level above  
to make the most of the room’s high ceilings. 

Mezzanine

21

KBB

The geometric design on 
the bar front is the foundry 
which was used to cast the 
mezzanine’s striking railings. 
Susan says it would have 
been thrown away had 
they not used it. Chairs, 
John Lewis & Partners; 
rug, Ted Baker; pendant 
lighting, Rothschild & Bickers; 
barstools, UHS.

geT SoCIaL  with usFollow us  
on Instagram  

@kbbmagazine for 
more inspiration
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kitchen design Finch London  
07540 865302 finchlondon.co.uk
architect Fabric Space  
020 3432 1341 fabric-space.com
engineers Webb Yates engineers  
020 3 696 1550 webbyates.com
appliances range cooker,  
Lacanche 01202 733011  
lacanche.co.u; Fridge-freezer,  
Fisher & Paykel 0800 088 6605 
fisherpaykel.com; Wine storage 
eurocave 020 7935 4679  

eurocave.co.uk; extractor fan,  
Westin 01484 421585 westin.co.uk 
Flooring mosaic del Sur 020 3514  
0483 cement-tiles.com
Sink Franke 0161 436 6280  
franke.com
Tap Quooker 0345 833 3555  
quooker.co.uk
Worktop Silestone 01256 761229 
silestone.co.uk
For full stockist information,  
see page 156

sourcebook


